
which t ~ y  to signify relative values as personally viewed. 
Maybe the fellow who shears fewer sheep does a better 
job or is more reliable. Or maybe he is slower of move- 
ment, makes less effort, or has poor clippers. 

Second, preserve and develop human judgment and 
use it only when needed. However fallible and precarious 
it may be, it can admit its inevitable biases and try to 
avoid fallibility. In trying to control judgment one moves 
in the direction of unreachable objectivity. On the other 
hand, most so-called evaluations, with their neat tables 
and alleged but false probabilities of accuracy, simply 
mask a subjectivity which is less guarded than frank hu- 
man judgment. Your own judgment, for instance, will 
tell each of you that the teacher you recall with pleasure 
is likely not to be the one your associates would recall. 
That teacher matched you, two individuals, and your 
judgment reflects that fact. As a teacher he or she was as 
sure to be unique as were you as a student. This teacher 
was not "good"; he or she was forceful, kind, or had 
some named qualities which impressed you. 

Third and, time considered, last, our responsibilities 
or jobs belong center stage. The job of the student is to  
learn and understand, not to appraise his teachers. The 
job of a teacher is to help along this learning and under- 
standing, not to arrive at a battery of ranking code 
marks. Do you realize that the seemingly simple task of 
arranging 10 students in order of alleged merit requires a 
choice of exactly 3,628,800 possibilities. and 11 times 
that many if we add one more student? It is time to draw 
a line between the kind of problems which have realistic 
answers and those which can produce no more than 
illusions of values, generalties which lack any real mean- 
ing. 

The old saying has it that "there is so much bad in the 
best of us, and so much good in the worst of us. that it 
hardly behooves any of us to talk about the rest of us." If 
students and teachers will forget one another and both 
concentrate on the tasks in front of them, a number of 
those problen~s now suffering the illusions of evaluation 
would find both answers and relief. 

INVITATIONAL PAPER 

Meeting Demands For Accountability in Teaching 

Robert R. Shrode 
Increasing demands for accountability are being im- 

posed upon colleges and universities both from within 
the institutions and from the society at large which 
colleges and universities are designed to serve. In the 
area of teaching. these denlands are especially difiicult to 
meet. because the evaluation of teaching is such a com- 
plex problem for which no one has yet proposed a solu- 
tion which is universally or even widely approved. Never- 
theless. we must evaluate teaching. even though many 
who have tried to do so, and many more who have not 
tried, vehemently contend that the task is an impossible 
one. 

No one is more conscious than teachers themselves 
of the highly subjective nature of teaching. Input units 
(dollars) can be kno\~n,  but output defies any such ob- 
jective measurement. Impressively large numbers of stu- 
dent credit hours are being generated. but critics of edu- 
cation (critics who may be uneducated but quite in- 
fluential) are inclined to scoff at such numbers. contend- 
ing that they do not meaningfully reflect productivity. 
Since the product of teaching cannot be measured or 
weighed objectively. we have no choice but to make con- 
tinued effort to use as well as we can the only measure- 
ment available in most situations. opinion. The fact that 
most, if not all, of the information we can obtain con- 
cerning the effectiveness of teaching is subjective infor- 
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mation does not mean that we cannot be objective in our 
efforts to assess that information. Fortunately, the 
nlethodology for such objectivity is available to us. 

Initiation of organized, systematic efforts to evalu- 
ate teaching is something that we, as teachers, should 
want to undertake, the first and most important reason 
being that such efforts will contribute to improvement of 
teaching. Secondly. public knowledge of such efforts and 
of the fact that they are serious, deliberate, and 
organized is likely to satisfjr and quiet many of our critics 
who are very general rather than specific or precise in 
their criticism. Most open-minded people tend to  be 
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quite tolerant of anyone who is honestly trying, even 
though far from perfectly successfully, to accomplish 
something worthwhile. 

An individual's teaching is inevitably subjected to 
evaluation by students, colleagues, the teacher himself, 
and administrators. but such evaluation is usually not 
systematized or given the attention necessary to increase 
its accuracy and usefulness. A system of deliberately ob- 
taining such evaluation can be instituted. Numerous in- 
struments (questionnaires) have been devised for doing 
so. A logical starting point would be to choose instru- 
nients which have been used and which are believed by 
those who have used them to be "good," though, of 
course. imperfect. Modifcations designed to better suit a 
given situation can bc made. So that the information can 
be summarized promptly, optical scan answer sheets for 
computerization are desirable. especially it' large nuni- 
bers oSex?ensive questionnaires are involved. 

Considerable thought must be given by a teaching 
faculty to the various sources of evaluation of teaching in 
deciding exactly ho\v the iriforniation should be ob- 
tained, analyzed, and used. 

Evaluation by Students 
1. By students currently enrolled in a given coursc 
2. By fornier students 

a. Students who have not yet been graduated 
but who took the course in question during 
some earlier acadeniic term 

b. Students who have been graduated but 
who took the course in question a year or 
more previously 

Evaluations by students currently enrolled are, in 
most cases, the easiest to obtain in sizeable samples. 
Teachers' opinions as to the usefulness of student evalua- 
tions are extremely variable, ranging from "very useful" 
to "completely worthless." Undoubtedly, these extreme 
views are held, respectively, by teachers who are regularly 
given favorable ratings by students and those who receive 
unfavorable ratings. The value of opiniorls of students 
currently enrolled i n  a coursc is questioned by nlany on 
the basis of the students' lack of age and experience and 
the belief that a student's perspective while currently en- 
rolled and deeply involved in a course is a deterrerlt to 
"objectivity." On the other hand, these possible dis- 
advantages are believed by nunicrous observers to be 
more than offset by the students' conti~luous exposure to 
the teacher and his instructional methods during the 
academic term. 

Opinions of fornier students have the distinct ad- 
vantage of being largely a reflection of lasting im- 
pressions of a teacher and his courses. However, this ad- 
vantage may be offset by a very practical disadvantage. 
viz.. the difficulty of obtaining evaluations made by Sor- 
mer students. especially those who have bee11 graduated 
for some time. However. the unquestioned value of such 
evaluations and suggestions of students supplying them 
niakes them. in the opinion of marly teachers. well \$forth 
the effort to obtain them. 

Evaluation by Colleagues 
1. On the basis of impressions the colleagues may 

have been able to form of the intluence on stu- 
dents which their exposure to the teacher has 
11 ad 

2. On the basis of consultation conferences wit11 
colleagues concerning course objectives and 
teaching procedures 

3. On the basis of reciprocal agreements between 
teachers to audit the courses of one another 

Opinions and suggestions of professionally and per- 
sonally respected colleagues car1 be very helpful t~ a 
teacher who is seriously and continuously striving to ini- 
prove his teaching effectiveness. Any or all of the three 
bases listed above can be used, but, undoubtedly, the 
most helpful would be number three. Such reciprocities 
could be between teachers in the same discipline or be- 
tween disciplines. Each would have certain advantages. 
However, the attitude of an auditor from a disciplir~c 
other than that of the teacher could more nearly resem- 
ble that of an undergraduate student taking the course. 

Evaluation by the Teacher Himself 
1. On the basis of conscientious effort to "see our- 

selves as others see us" with the aid of evaiua- 
tions by others 

2. On the basis of careful and critical observation 
of video tape recordings of lectures and other 
class sessions 

Few, if any. of us are capable of succeeding perfectly 
in the effort of number one above. but fortunately. in 
1975 we have available the procedure of number two to 
assist us. which is amazingly and. sometimes. em- 
barrassingly cl'fective. 

Evaluation by Administrators 
This evaluation is inevitable and is a very important 

one to the individual teacher. since recommendations and 
decisions as to promotions and salary adjustnlents rest 
on s ~ c h  cv:~luatio~i. In spite ot'its importance. cvali~ation 
by administrators is the least "ti~xt hand" of all. An ad- 
ministrator cannot audit all the courses of all the teach- 
ers over whom he has jurisdiction. Conscientious ad- 
ministrators are anxious to be impartial and unbiased. 
However. the ultimate opinions they tbmi of the worth of 
individual teachers must. in most cases, be based on in-. 
formation they obtain from students. colleagues of thc 
teachers, other adnlinistrators, and the teachers them- 
selves. Since little. if any, of the infomiation adminis- 
trators have conccrnirlg the teaching effectiveness of i l l -  

dividuals can be "first hand." efr'ort should be made to 
reduce the variation in the aniount and kind ot' infor- 
~iiation provided them concerning thc teaching effcctive- 
ness of their staff members. 

Evaluation by means 
of Standard Examinations 

In some course arcas thcre are recognized standard 
csaminations available. but these are not conlnlon in 
many of our courses in agriculture. Average stude~it per- 
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formance on such examinations is believed by many 
teachers to reflect quite reliably the effectiveness of in- 
struction in the courses in question. 

More general examinations, such as the Graduate 
Record Examination. are considered good indicators of 
the effectiveness of a total teaching program on the basis 
of the average performance on the examination exhibited 
by students trained in a particular teaching program. 

Analysis and Use of Evaluation Data 
The results of evaluation of teaching should be 

promptly subjected to critical statistical analysis which 
includes more than simple averaging of ratings given 
various aspects of instruction. Unfortunately, such aver- 
ages have, in some instances, been used to rank in- 
structors with no effort being made to adjust the averages 
to remove from them variation attributable to regression 
of ratings on known variables of record with respect to 
which there are differences between classes evaluating 
the instruction of different teachers. Correlations of all 
known variables of record with ratings should be esti- 
mated: and, if the estimates are significant at low levels 
of probability, ratings should be adjusted to produce a 
new set of ratings which are not correlated with the vari- 
ables of record with respect to which adjustments have 

been made. Adjusted ratings can then be used reliably 
for evaluation of instruction, for testing of significance of 
mean differences of interest, and for guidance in making 
modifications of instruction in the future. 

Initiation of Evaluation Systems 
One or more of the evaluations mentioned earlier 

are presently being used by individual teachers on a 
voluntary basis, but it is not likely that any large group of 
teachers in any institution is using all of them in a total, 
organized evaluation system. Perhaps the best approach 
would be to initiate various parts of an evaluation system 
individually and experimentally for a given period of 
time making evolutionary modifications during the ex- 
perimental period, such modifications being based on ex- 
perience and analyses of results obtained. 

Ultimately, a workable and satisfactory system can 
be evolved, but this can be accomplished only if those in- 
volved teachers, students and administrators believe that 
it will be worthwhile. Though no opinion poll has been 
conducted. the author believes that a majority would 
agree that an evaluation system would contribute to an 
improvement in teaching and satisfy, to some extent, the 
demands for accountability imposed upon us as teachers. 

INVITATIONAL PAPER 

Responsibility As Agricultural Educators 
Ronald C. Smith 

Whenever one undertakes a presentation such as 
this, it is a good idea to be sure to have the meanings of 
the key words clearly in mind. The two key words which 
are the crux of this brief talk. "responsibility" and "edu- 
cators," will be defined so there are no misunderstand- 
ings of the subsequent points I intend to make. 

Responsibility means to be accountable for one's ac- 
tion. One who is deemed a responsible person is con- 
sidered trustworthy and reliable. We very seldom wish to 
be held accountable or responsible for failures or misfor- 
tunes and are almost always willing to accept respon- 
sibility when the results reflect favorably on our actions. 

To educate (the noun of which is educator) means to 
develop and cultivate both morally and mentally. It is 
considered synonomous with to instruct or to train. 

1 think it is clear. then, to each one of us in NACTA 
just how the meanings of these two words zero in on the 
roles we must accept in agriculture. 

Although I am a teacher in the College of Agri- 
culture at Ohio State, I do not pretend to know the com- 
plex interactions of all phases of agriculture. I am a hor- 
ticulturist, the profession about which I do know some- 
thing and consequently will draw on for the examples 

presented today. I hope that from my exan~ples in my 
specific area, you will be able to extrapolate concepts 
which you may be able to apply in your own particular 
profession. 

Let me lead you into the body of my talk by giving 
you its parameters: I will be addressing you to the follow- 
ing as a criteria for fulfilling your responsibilities as edu- 
cators in agriculture. 

(A) Meeting the needs of industry with our gradu- 
ates 

(B) Success of graduates placed in industry 
(C) Actions which will expand your competency, 

promote and give favorable visibility to your college, and 
further the development of your profession. 

Industry Needs 
In hol-ticultural education, we often find ourselves 

being accused of "vocationalizing" higher education by 
training students to slip comfortably into specific jobs or 
positions open in a particular industry. I contend this 
largely is sour grapes on the part of those people outside 
the colleges of agriculture. We must be on guard, how- 
ever, that we carefully integrate our classroom concepts 
and theory with our practical approach so that students 
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